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ABOUT ZOE
Zoe will help you to focus your mind in troubled times with her
R.A.P.I.D Success Formula. She is the executive producer and
HYPNOTHERAPY
TRAINER
AUTHOR
presenter of The Zoe Turner Podcast. Her
conversations will help
to
COACH
intensify your focus, extend your knowledge and improve your life
and Business throughout tough times. Zoe is currently writing her
first book `Use it or Lose it - 30 Days to Mind Mastery`. Zoe is a
certified Coach and hypnotherapist with over 20 years of experience
in assisting individuals to achieve positive results in their lives . Zoe
now trains individuals who are stressed and strung out, helping them
to make a R.A.P.I.D change with her online system.

WHAT I DO
MIND COACH

Are you failing to focus?
Learn how Master your
Mind to
achieve clarity in difficult
circumstances.
I am a trained
Hypnotherapist and Coach
since 2004.

PODCAST
Conversations that will
help you master your
mind,
Presentations are
strengthen your
communication tools
knowledge and upgrade
that can be
your life and Business
demonstrations,
throughout tough
lectures, speeches,
times.
reports, and more.
Most of the time,
they’re presented
before an audience.

TRAINER
The only success tools
you will ever need with
Presentations
areoffline
my online and
communication
tools
training programmes.
can
be to turn
It'sthat
your
chance
demonstrations,
your free time into
lectures,
learningspeeches,
time and train
reports,
and more.
for your
future.
Most of the time,
they’re presented
before an audience.

BRANDING &
CONTENT
I have a lot of experience
in growing a personal
brand on social media and
content writing. I have
articles published in blogs
and newspapers in various
topics from finance to
meditation.

WHY SHOULD
YOU BOOK
ZOE?
MIND COACH/VIRTUAL WORKSHOPS
Zoe loves to inspire and touch the lives of those she comes into contact with. She is passionate about routine and
ritual as she believes this is the key in creating sustainable results. She will teach you to do the same.

INSPIRING YOUTHS
Zoe has over 14 years experience working with young people. Her desire to influence, inspire and touch the lives
of the younger generation is one of her fundamental goals and aims in life.

VIRTUAL CORPORATE WORKSHOPS
Zoe will help your workforce acheive quicker sustainable results with her teachings and show you how can use
these to Master your Mind and Business.
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EXECUTIVE WELLNESS
COACH
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AGENCY

Truly enjoy this podcast! Lots of
insights and useful tips

Love the effort put into the
questions on this podcast - it
makes for a really easy listen keep up the good work

I really enjoyed being interviewed by
Zoe for her Simply
Flawsome podcast, she has a lovely
interview technique and gentle style,
that immediately leaves you at ease
in her presence..

COME JOIN US
Conversations that will help you to
intensify your focus
extend your knowledge and improve
your life and Business throughout
tough times.

CONTACT
ENQUIRIES AND BOOKINGS
CONTACT:
WATSAPP:+971558695673

